Mobile

Improve construction
rideout efficiency

Your fiber network data available onsite
all the time with 3-GIS | Mobile
3-GIS | Mobile addresses the unique challenges of designing, building, and
restoring fiber networks in a time sensitive environment. 3-GIS telecom network
information and intelligent planning tools allow the engineering team to design
fiber networks faster than ever before and ensure the network is built according
to your design specifications. Every function in 3-GIS saves time-to-approval
for your engineering and construction resources from modeling a connected
network to constructible work packets.

What 3-GIS can do for you

More accurate
network
documentation

Job-at-hand
simplicity

3-GIS | Mobile puts your network data directly in the hands of work crews,
allowing you to improve the efficiencies of your critical rideouts. By enabling
mobility, field engineers have a solution that allows them to work offline and
synchronize their updates upon connection giving you the information to keep
your system records accurate. With its configurable interface to support the jobat-hand, field crews get access to tools and information they need to perform
their work with minimal clicks.
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About us

Capabilities

Since 2006, 3-GIS has been helping the telecom industry achieve better results.
3-GIS is designed to meet the challenges of building and managing increasingly
complex fiber networks. The company is pioneering a geo-database approach based
on modeling the light path and machine prescription. Web-based services boost the
market opportunities of fiber assets for our service providers, network providers, and
engineering firm customers.
The company is headquartered in Decatur, Alabama, USA with a sales and support
office in Bern, Switzerland. 3-GIS offers development, product, and network design
services. The company employees professionals in the fields of network engineering,
computer science, and geographic information systems serving deployments in 16
countries. Our staff challenges the status quo every day, improving the economic
visibility and reliability of fiber networks. Our system supports a more connected,
informed, and lighted world.

>> Synchronize field updates
>> Redline network data in the 		
field
>> Android compatible
>> Find feature
>> Related record editing
>> GPS capture
>> Redline tools
>> Share data immediately
>> Track construction status
>> Requires minimal training

3-GIS provides quick and easy fiber
management solutions
For a full demo of how 3-GIS can benefit your organization,
contact us:
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